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2We can’t despise the speaking of God

u
Prophetic Speakings,

Insight
&

Declarations

We must be able to embrace and
decipher the prophetic speaking of God as
revealed to us in seasons and times if we
must accurately function with God.

Prophetic Speaking

W
e are called, as prophetic people to be apostolic in function. 
We must be able to embrace and decipher the prophetic 
speaking of God as revealed to us in seasons and times if we 

must accurately function with God. We can’t despise the speaking of God 
because; the prophetic revelations and encounters may be inspirational 
to the body of Christ. Among the many prophetic encounters and 
revelations as revealed to me by God; there are a few worthy of note. 
As many people are captured within the speaking of God for the season 
and beyond. Bearing in mind that the prophetic is still for ediication, 
exhortation, and comfort in God.

..........Most times, What God says to one He says to all.
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he Vision of A New Breed

I saw in a vision the birthing of a set of people coming out from 
human beings. hese people are like beasts and a mighty Spirit was 
coming forth from them; to take charge of the territories of the earth 
and its system.

hese beasts are so powerful because they come in their full power. heir 

center of Excellency comes from two kings of whom they take orders on 

how they should work and inluence the earth. hey don’t break their 

ranks and they had so much inluence that they can’t be resisted.

When I saw them, I was perplexed. hen he Spirit of he Lord spoke 
unto me saying, “We are in Bi-times, a time were the wine and the wine 

presser ought to be more careful, as the inluences that seek to penetrate 

the earth realm is seeking partnership to gain inluence and recognition 

as spiritual mixtures and perversion is becoming more eminent”.

he beast is becoming more subtle than ever and longing for the souls of 

righteous men and women.

he season of men has come to an end and now is the time for gods and 

spirits to invade and iniltrate the earth. he transformation of men and 

women in light and darkness is coming to completion; as conformation is 

inding establishment now. Many are unaware of he Spirit’s inluences 

upon them, but the conformation is evident in their lives as the fruits are 

speaking and it is undeniable.

he Lord demands again for a pure breed of sons and representatives 

upon the face of the earth. he era of humans without an inluence is 

coming to an end, as no man on the earth will ever be neutral without an 

inluence upon him. All people will be transformed into a diferent kind 

of god. Having a root connected to it distinguishing functional throne.

he spirit will be of two kinds. I saw a spirit coming out of the 
workers of iniquities and the spirit gave them abilities to do more evil 
and propagate darkness advancing the frontier of its kingdom subtly and 
the other spirit came out of the faithful witness of Jesus Christ and these 
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ones have the ability to do the will of God without limitations. hese are 
the men that are from the beginning weak and feeble, but now strong and 
powerful as a result of the empowerment and inluence of he Spirit upon 
them.

Upon this generation; a new breed is a birthing forth of another spirit 
of Samuel, its prophetic, its kingship, and its priesthood that will ind 
expression on the earth to manifest the Christ.

he Lord is calling upon His faithful witnesses to watch out for 
satanic and demonic iniltration as well as spiritual encroachment. his 
will result in perversion and mixture if allowed partnership.

We will hold fast our confession of Christ until the kingdom of this 

world becomes the kingdom of our God and the authority of His Christ 

reign in us and through us. 

We will give ourselves no rest until Yeshua comes to take us home.

his was one of the visions and the burdens of he Lord communicated 
to me on 01/03/2013 to the church and its witnesses.

Let him that has an ear, hear what he Spirit has spoken. I had to 
include it now because I perceived the time of its fulillment is at hand 
and it is closer than I thought it to be.

Amen and amen.
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Rising Army of he Lord

hus says he Spirit of he Living God, the scepter will not depart from 

your boundaries of habitations, the ordination and ordinance of he Lord 

will not lie over your life for the vision will not lie and it shall come to 

pass. Blessed is she that believe for there shall be a performance unto her.

he Lord God is calling forth again an army He can use to salvage a 

generation. he hope of he Lord is again upon a people weak and feeble.

I see the emergence of a new breed with a new heart, spirit, and mind. 

his army will not be broken and they will not be defeated. hey will 

conquer even amid their enemies.

he power to subdue kings has been given to them. he authority to 

reorder the foundations of the earth as well as its ordinances has been 

given to them.

hese ones shall come with a diferent template and a pearl of diferent 

divine wisdom for execution.

hey will iniltrate the earth system again, occupy the spheres of 

inluences and change the new world order set by men.

hese are mountain movers, kingdom shakers, and territorial princes and 

priestesses of God.

God has loved them far beyond now and their curiosity has been drawn 

towards Him. heir hunger and thirst, He will satisfy says he Lord.

hey shall be part of the arrowhead leading a generation to he Lord. 

hey shall be in charge of helping, counseling, and directing many in deep 

darkness and hidden places of confusion onto the light.

God will help them so that they can help others advance in Him.
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His love for them will be evident towards them and others. hey will feel 

it and know it so that they can reveal it to others

So much awaits them from God and if they will remain and abide in 

Him, He will take them further and deeper in Himself.

he wisdom of the past and old patterns of their thinking will be rolled 

away. God will give them a new heart, spirit, and mind. It will be 

sanctiied and puriied in Him and through Him

A generation and a people called unto he Lord again shall they lead.

heir longing and hunger will be satisied says he Lord.

“Forget the things of the past, behold they are forgotten,” says he Lord.

“Open again the doors I have opened for you,” says he Lord of host, 

“for within the door beyond I will encounter you and I will cause you to 

see my glory and beauty anew. I, your Lord, and God will be with you 

now and forevermore.” 

he Lord says, “I will yet again come to your rescue. I will lit you up 

from the pit wherein there is no water and I will cause a renewal and a 

refreshing within your spirit again. I will awake again, passion, zeal, and 

intimacy that has been lost,” says the Lord. So that, the awakening reveals 

a new dimension of zeal and intimacy again. “hings shall no longer 

be as usual says he Lord, a passion contagious onto others and a zeal 

communicable onto others shall come upon you,” says he Lord God of 

your salvation.

Amen and amen.
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he Return of he Lord as A Merchant

I see he Lord coming again like a merchant and he Lord says, “He is 

bringing comfort in the heart of people, consolation into the heart of the 

people. He is binding again wounds and broken hearts and broken soul 

and spirit. he LORD says He is going to bring many into the wealthy 

place as divine relationships are going to be initiated. Favour like never 

before shall come in the years ahead to the faithful. He is going to give 

academic excellence to many, ideas, and wisdom. here is coming like 

no other before a year of establishment and fulilment of the promises of 

God, there is going to be new appointments to many and there is going 

to be new jobs again. here is going to be provision again by the power of 

he Lord.

he LORD says, as He comes, He will clothe us again with a new presence 

and a new glory so that within the years ahead, we will begin to function 

under a new auction of he Spirit. Our discernment and abilities in Him 

will be sharpened. We will hear and see again. he LORD moves upon 

the earth in-between the seraphim and the cherubim. His mysteries 

be unsealed and His glory is revealed. hings which were being sealed 

will be unsealed says he LORD. Scrolls written in times past are being 

elongated and in their elongation access is given unto many to begin to 

read, so that the writings within can be fulilled. he books stored upon 

which faithful witnesses can be remembered are being opened so that 

those that have fulilled their measures will be pushed into a new plane 

and phase of partnership. Many shall begin to sustain encounters and 

bear fruits again. I perceive others entering a time of pilgrimage. he 

LORD demands that they enter and undertake the season of pilgrimage 

in Him again to ind a city that has no foundation where the builder and 

maker is God Himself. he LORD will restore to many intimacy, passion, 

and zeal that has been lost and to those who in time past were cheated 

will be restored. here is going to be supernatural supply and abundance. 

he LORD says, “I am raising unto you a helper that you’ve long waited 

for wondering, when shall my help come? For I will come unto you as 
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Ebenezer. For I have come unto you as a helper in times past and I will 

come to help you again says he LORD.

To many under the bondage of an atmosphere that has been choking 

you, he LORD will separate you from among such people that you 

will not die in silence. I will breakthrough through your addiction that 

you’ve been struggling with. he Lord will move through you and as 

He is moving, He will be touching people’s hearts and spirit. He will be 

increasing their compassion. Many that have found it hard to love people, 

he Lord will give them a heart to love. His love will be shared abroad 

in their heart by His Spirit so that they can begin to love people again. 

“I am elevating you and opening for you a door so that you can come in 

and begin to function. I will grant you access to revelatory gits, the word 

of knowledge, and the word of wisdom. he secret into the intention of 

the heart of many is going to be revealed unto you. You have spoken and 

you’ve not been believed and nobody hears you. I am going to give you a 

voice that no man will resist, you will speak again and you shall be heard 

so that the accuracy and the precision of he LORD shall become clearer 

to you says,” he Spirit of he LORD.

he vision that has been blurred will be unsealed. he veil will be taken 

away and access will be granted unto you. he LORD will connect you 

to people that have inluences upon the face of the earth so that you 

will be recognized. Kings and princes shall come seeking your counsel 

and wisdom asking, “How do you do it?” A voice that will answer your 

accuser will be given to you, and a voice to your adversaries. he enemy 

shall no longer ind you because he Spirit of he LORD will take you to 

a place in His name that creates security. he LORD will be establishing 

fortresses around us. Fortresses and defense system that the war will no 

longer engulf or enslave us again. We should be able to defend ourselves 

during warfare by the security of he LORD and in the defense system 

are the armory of he LORD which will answer the enemy in times of 

demand says he LORD.

You shall no longer be asked again, where is your God? For your, God 
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shall answer unto them according to the thundering of he Spirit. he 

LORD will be shaking again terribly the foundations of the political 

system upon Nigeria and upon Ghana as many prominent people shall 

pass away and in their passing away shall come the distribution of the 

power and wealth upon which they hold siege a stronghold. he LORD 

will grant unto us access into the hidden treasures, hidden riches of the 

gentile nations, that they shall come to you bearing precious gits and 

precious stones that they might demand of our wisdom again. We shall 

no longer be hindered, resisted, rejected, and detached says he LORD. 

he LORD demands again from us, purity, holiness, justice, and truth 

upon which we shall look into the realities in light. You shall no longer be 

confused because direction, insight, and His power shall guide you. I see 

people being anointed again afresh and anew.

Many will be crowned with the power of he Spirit, and carry again a 

new dimension of glory. he promptings of he LORD, the stirring of he 

LORD, the peace of he LORD, the guiding of he LORD, the intuition of 

he LORD and the voice of he LORD, all these shall be sharpened again 

so that you can be upon the frontiers in the advancement of the things of 

the gospel says he Spirit of he LORD. No longer say that you don’t have 

he Word for he LORD says that He will put again His Word upon your 

lips and you shall speak unto kings with boldness and with conidence 

and He shall conirm His words on your lips. It shall come to pass because 

He has established it so. For the vision and that which He has spoken to 

you, He will not lie, it shall come to pass. He said, blessed is he that chose 

to believe for there shall be a performance unto him.

I pray that by the supreme power of the super-imposition of the position 

of the throne of Heaven, Jesus being the administrator that we all bear 

inluence and relevance within the system of your court and numbering. 

I pray, O God that among each one shall arise a horn, among each one 

shall arise a lampstand that shall bear the ordination of he LORD so 

that the speaking of he LORD and the utterances and the unction of he 

LORD shall begin to speak and that the probing of the mandate of he 

The LORD will be establishing fortresses around us
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LORD will begin to ind expression in our lives. To the weary, I will create 

unto you paths where there is no pathway.

I will create unto you ways where there is no way. he living waters that 

low from the river of life shall begin to harken unto your ordination to 

birth again life from the throne and that the heavenly systems begin to 

harken unto your cry, the element of nature shall position itself to fulil 

the word of he LORD over your life and that the speaking of he LORD 

shall be unto you for an advantage. hose that rise and contend with 

you, he LORD shall arise for you in judgment and destroy them. I pray, 

O God and FATHER, may these ones belong to you, may these ones be 

connected unto you through your son Jesus. 

he LORD bless you

he LORD keep you

he LORD see you through. 

Amen and amen.

Blessed is he that chose to believe
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Summoning and Convergence (Court of Witness) 

In a dream, I saw a meeting and a summoning, and in the convergence 

were men of renowned and great leaders scattered abroad. hey were 

discussing issues regarding the kingdom as well as strategies for its 

advancement. he witness of the spirits of just men made perfect was 

presence and I saw many people among the ones watching and observing. 

Some I recognize their faces while others I don’t until recently. I was 

part of a delegation of them seated by the other side. I saw a few people 

observing and scribing the minute of the meeting. 

Something like a scroll was given to them that scribed to record and 

document the transactions that proceeded. I perceived that many were 

given the guardianship of the mystery and secret of things yet unfold. God 

has summoned many to be part of His elite that He will equip and use.

I saw a sequence and series of scenery like a program that is installing 

and being lunched within their spirit. he Spirit of he Lord says, “It 

is for this that I have separated them and consecrated them. It is for 

that function that I encountered them. he Lord says He has seen the 

hunger in their hearts and the desire and He will cause and provoke a 

performance speedily for them. 

Also, I perceived he Spirit of he Lord speaking to them individually, 

call no more yourself small for I shall yet again do mighty and wondrous 

things with you. I will separate you from among many, and cause 

your diference to be known for I will elevate you and put you upon a 

mountain top to create an ingathering of kings and princes. I perceive he 

Lord says, he will cause a new orientation within them and cause a new 

shiting in them to align to the current torrent for an overlow. he Lord 

says He will bring them to the realm of abundance so that they will bless 

others for he will train and equip them to be disciples of nations. For I am 

forming and resurrecting the realm of the daring faith within them says 

Call no more yourself small
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he Lord. hey will be caused to function in the supernatural, but they 

will be graced to pay the price for that realm of glory. A new circumcision 

of blood will be initiated with them and they will be initiated into 

another order of the princes of God. 

God has found them willing to be numbered among His own that will 

bear inluence within and without the earth regions, 

A new layer of functioning will be opened onto them and a new gate will 

be opened. here will be a liting of the ancient gates and the breaking 

forth of the new seal and scrolls. 

he Lord will demand that they lay down the former level and contend 

for the new. here will be a new awakening and a fresh release upon 

them of revelation and interpretation. A new garment of glory will be 

given to them in their encounters with the beloved and they will be 

caused to eat the bread of the immortals and will be given the privilege 

to be illuminated by a divine Star that will lighten and illuminate their 

path. 

he Lord will open to them a new gate of inluence, but this will begin 

in the next circles of months in the timeline of prophetic speaking and 

ordination that will happen in diverse encounters. he Lord will take 

away the limitation and the limiting walls and the spirit, but will also 

cause divine relationships that will open them up to a new gate of 

inluence. I also see he Lord taking away men and women from some 

of their lives and bringing men and women to them. It will happen like 

pruning and separation but they must embrace this for it to happen. 

hey will be given the privilege to write and edit a scroll; title with their 

names.

I urge you to continue in the order of God and create a desire and 

positioning of heart. I tell you a new encounter awaits you and a new 

visitation that will cause a habitation in your life. Watch out for the 

circle of months in the prophetic timeline. Each month comes with its 

A new circumcision of blood will be initiated
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own dealings and disciplines that we must keep up with, and until that 

is fulilled, there can’t be promotions for us in the spirit. We can’t focus 

on the little delays and dryness it is fasting for a new refreshing. he Lord 

urges us to go deeper and higher because there await for us the foresight 

of the eagle, the strength of the ox, the boldness of the lion, and the 

humanity of the man says he Spirit of the living God. 

his new set of people will go through certain betrayals from friends 

and separation from others, as to strive and envy and certain 

misunderstanding will come in like a dark brown cloud.

hings will not be as usual again as things are changing and taking a 

new shape and sphere in operations for them. Although they are going 

to be bruised and wounded if not broken, it is permitted so that they 

can be stretched and strengthen by God again. For some, many things 

will fall away from them with so much speed. hings like scales will be 

falling away from them so that they can be renewed and reborn. hey 

will undergo pruning and renewing in other to shave of old skins and 

patterns from within.

he Lord will also undergo within them a heart renewal and 

circumcision. I perceive negative words spoken to and against them that 

he Lord will be shielding them from in the coming days.

I saw like a wild storm rising that he Lord will calm down for these sets 

of people. hey shall be comforted ater a session and half the time of the 

season. Ater the drought shall come rain as the morning tears will be 

wiped away by the evening dew and the midnight shower. A separation 

and brokenness in relationships will push them into a new level of 

mentorship and learning to get equipped for the journey ahead. heir 

hearts will be enlarged and given the stamina to survive the odds and the 

dark nights ahead.

Certain woes are coming like swords and arrows into their soul from 

he Lord to counsel, to direct, guide, and chastise, to lord and to comfort 

them.

The Lord urges us to go deeper and higher
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he Lord shall yet again cover them in His love unending and equip them 

for the warfares ahead.

Warnings and instructions shall be given to them against the evil odds 

that come against rising stars that they may not rise further.

here is coming upon them freshness and newness in ministry, 

ministrations, and the revelations of God beyond the norm.

Ye a realm beyond prophecy to govern the spheres and realms of 

operations beyond them will be unlocked.

he Lord again shall send them messengers with his instructions that 

shall guide them in discernment and humility as he Lord seeks to 

inluence them again.

Vacuums upon vacuums are being illed and void upon void will be 

covered by God. he visitation of he Lord will come again as He seeks to 

encounter them anew. A new doorway of encounters beyond the veil will 

be opened unto them for another season. hey shall take upon themselves 

and lay hold of this instructions anew. He says, “Create for me again a 

room within you that I may ill it for your hunger and thirst will I satisfy. 

Do not be confused do not be deceived for I will lead you and direct you. 

Let the storm rise, let the earthquake for my peace, and love shall be your 

portion. Remain in my love, remain in my peace, rejoice in my holiness 

and be glad in the beauty of my strength for I he LORD your God shall 

be to you a shield and a fortress for covering and for safety says he 

LORD of host.

Amen and amen.

There is coming upon them freshness and newness in ministry
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he Visitation of Jesus and he Vision of he End

On the 24th July, 2020 at exactly 2:57 am.

I saw Jesus, as I saw and heard Him. he times of the heavens and the 

earth are near

I saw like the clouds turn red and things begin to changes suddenly in 

their colours and conigurations, a mighty wind blew all over the earth 

and people began to leave the earth speedily.

I was suddenly changed and transformed as I beheld in amazement. 

I was taken like in a big whirlwind light. As I ascended, I was saying 

thank you so much for loving me Lord Jesus, thank you for loving me 

Lord Jesus, thank you so much for loving me Lord Jesus till I was taken 

into His presence and held in His glorious hands

I was taken to heaven and loated to the very presence of Jesus. I saw him 

in His light and radiance as I ended in His hands with light and white 

clothing covered in glory. So many people were following also as others 

were rejoicing and praising God. he love we felt was unending. Before 

that, I was shown people living in sin and iniquity, so much evil and 

killings that I can’t fully describe.

It felt like a big plane came from heaven to carry everyone by divine 

command, all the righteous couldn’t resist the summoning. It felt like a 

force and energy above everyone, bigger than everyone was pulling them 

towards heaven, but everyone going was happy and in peace. 

I was happy as I was going within the whirlwind and was happier when 

I reached the hands of Jesus. his was not the irst time I am seeing Jesus, 

but this felt so diferent. Surely, every encounter with Jesus is unique, and 

truly speaking, I never wanted to come back and I don’t even know I will 

be back on the earth.

The times of the heavens and the earth are near
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Surely the time is at hand, let everyone be prepared to meet Yeshua. It 

doesn’t have to be on a special day, whether you believe in the rapture or 

not, dead or resurrection, heaven or hell, transformation or immortality, 

that is not important. What is more important is, do you truly have 

eternal life? because one day your end will come and you will be face to 

face with the source of life.

hank you Jesus for loving me so much and I will forever love you more. 

All I ask is for you to keep helping me daily by revealing to me your love.

Blessed are those who are dead in Christ for they have found rest and 

woe to them who are living in sin for they should seek mercy. Have mercy 

upon us oh God of our salvation.

Even so, come Yeshua come.

May God help us all.
Get involved, Get engage. he master called unto you.

Cheers.
Godspeed.
Much love.
- Philip Cephas

Thank you Jesus for loving me so much
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speaking and dealings of God is prophetic in nature.

Pathway to the anointing is not just a product of a 
research done in the lesh, but a personal dealing of 
walking with he Holy Spirit over time which has 
resulted to a smearing of the anointing upon my life by 
God.

he vision of a great people is a lile story and a
iction of a family who has been helped by God and
still being helped by Him. Among many systems of
God expansion upon the face of the earth, a man is
pivotal.
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For More Information & 

Feedback

Contact;

My heart bursts its banks, spilling beauty and goodness. I pour it out in a poem to the 
king, shaping the river into words:

Ps 45:1 MSG
he Lord gave the word: great was the company of those that published it.

Ps 68:11 KJV

Email      Facebook      Twitter      Telegram      Youtube

Phone No.: +2348152638323

We will be glad to hear from!

mailto:riverofwords00%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/riverofword
https://www.twitter.com/river_word
https://t.me/riverofword
https://youtube.com/channel/UCLkmmjqwfiOVw8_IBAv9GAw
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